Transform your
therapy experience

ResMed quality,
reliable comfort

Get ready for a new approach to nasal masks.
The Mirage™ FX for Her combines compact
design, lightweight comfort and ultra soft
headgear in a stylish pink with a fit range
customized for women.

Less mask. More you.
User Information

Pair the Mirage FX for Her with ResMed’s S9™
for an exceptionally quiet, comfortable system
that fits your lifestyle.

For more information on the Mirage FX for Her,
visit ResMed.com.

Flexible “butterfly wing”
forehead support provides
a stable fit without contacting
the skin.

Mirage™ FX for Her
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Effortless comfort
With intuitive adjustment and a new ultra lightweight
headgear, the Mirage™ FX for Her makes it simple to
maintain your perfect fit. The contoured SoftEdge™
headgear design is kind to the face, and the gentle
Spring Air™ cushion softly molds to your facial contours
to create a perfect seal while delivering whisper-quiet
therapy.

Wear and care have never
been easier
With only four parts including the headgear, wearing
and caring for your mask are reduced to the very
basics. Squeeze-tab elbows let you quickly detach
your tubing at the mask for easy removal, and the
straightforward assembly makes cleaning a breeze.

Fit to your lifestyle
Built with your comfort and convenience in mind,
the Mirage FX for Her will transform your therapy
into a simple, easygoing experience that reflects
your personal style.

Less mask. More you.
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